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EDITORIAL ANNOUN'CEMENT! 

MY APOLOGIES TO YOU ALL FOR THE LATE!!! ARRIVAL OF THE 

OCTOBER SKYSAILDR? - I ~M AFRAID IT WAS BEYOND ME -

I'M SORRY. 

NOW FOR THE GOOD NEWS AS PROM JANUARY ISSUE 1980 

SKYSAILOR WILL BE UPGRADED TO A BETTER QUALITY 

MAGAZtNE BUT WILL STILL APPEAR ON YOUR DOORSTEP 

REGULARLY EACH MbNTH. NEXT YEARS SKYSAILOR WILL BE 

BETTER THAN THIS YEARS~ AND OUR PROMISE TO UPGRADE 

THE QUALITY AS SOON AS POSSIBLE WILL BE FULFILLED. 

HOPE YOU LIKE IT. 

SAFE & HIGH FLYING 

TRISH. 

· P.S. PETER "B.D." BROWNS FUN WILL BE GONE FROM LIFE 
YOU'LL HAVE TD REVERT TD THE SUNDAY CROSSWORD 

PETER. 

-2. . .. 



l NE\N ZEALAND 
l 
-f ANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED 

AN OPE N I NVITATION is extended to all pilots of intermediate 
and advanced ratings to compete in the New Zealand Hang 
Gliding Championships, and sponsored Cross Country Classic, 
which will be held at the Kaimai Ranges from 26th January 
to 6th February 1980. 

The site, a mountain range 450m - 950m (1500' - 3100') asl 
boardering the Waikato Basin for more than 60 km provides 
a soarable ridge for over 35 km. The range which runs 
approximately North/South faces the prevailing westerly 
wind, which with the summer thermals makes it one of 
New Zealands most exciting sites. 

All foreign pilots will be able to compete in the New 
Ze~land Championships, although they will only be eligible 
for individual task and daily prizes. 

The Open Cross Country event with sponsorship currently 
under negotiation will be an open event with cash prizes 
totalling NZ$1DDD-DD 

Thermal pools, restaurants, entertainment, Bar-8-Que and 
recreation facilities along with camping and motel 
accommodation are available 5km from the site. 

Overseas competitors enteri_ng the event would arrive at 
Auckland International Airport approximately 160km from 
the site. For liason or further information on the events 
please write to:the ag 

Kevin Wilson, 
Promotions Officer - 1980 Championships Committee 

P • D • 8 o x 7 '] D 9 , 
Claudelands, 
Ha milto.n, NEW ZEAL AN D. 
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH RUDY KISSHAZY - THE MAN WHO 

FLY' S THE LOOPS 

After watching movies of Rudy's amazing flights and his 
safari and flight from Mt. Kilamanjaro (Africa), I 
noticed this extremely clever man seemed to always fly 
seated. Curious, I asked to tape ~n interview next 
morning - fortunately for me (not for him) he had had 
a very bad ski-ing accident and had broken legs -
so the story goes - anyway ••• 

TRISH: Rudy I notice you seem to prefer flying 
· seated - can you tell me why you have this preference 
rather than flying prone? 

RUDY: First of all, there is one big reason, the 
people who learn to fly seated seem to prefer to 
c9ntinue flying that way and people who learn how to 
fly prone, they stay with prone flying. Like the 
person who learns to fly with his helmet, he will keep 
wearing it without any problems, whereas if he learnt 
to fly without one, he would have a real problem. The 
second reason is I think it is much more comfortable 
seated, than in prone. When you are seated the judge -
ment is much easier and much faster~ See when you are 
flying prone you always have to pick up your head, O.K. 
You have to try and keep it up, with this position for 
your neck it causes cramps and tension during and after 
prolonged flights. For the proper balance ,your head 
must be in a normal position so the liquid remains 
balanced (Hudy is referring to the fluids inside your 
head) so this way you can maintain your balance much 
more effectively. 
The reason why flyers in prone try to pick up their 
head, to maintain a better balance. 

TRISH: Did you learn to fly seated? 

RUDY : Yes 
flying behind a 
so I learnt how 

I leart how to fly seated back in 1969, 
boat, we didn't have the free flying, 
to fly seated, but I fly both prone 



" 

and seated, but personally I find it much more 
comfortable anytime to be seated. You know, it may not 
look so great, so beautiful, but certainly it is much 
more comfortable. 
You know seated you also have a disadvantage, for 
example on crash landing, seated your body will hit 
first, whereas with prone flying in most cases the A
Frame Bar will hit first and take a lot of the shock -
not in all cases - but mostly. So I think that flying 
prone, probably to learn flying prone is perhaps safer 
also. 
See, personally I am very comfortable and just for a 
competition, there is no reason for me to change, to 
flying prone, because I believe there is not so much 
difference. Ii' you are in a normal upright position 
your circulation in your body and muscular agility is 
easier to keep at normal levels. When you are in prone 
it is not the same thing, so again personally I prefer 
being seated. 

TRISH: In the Hang Gliding Schools in Australia 
most of the instructors teach flyers in an upright 
harness and they they are left to fly prone when they 
are further advanced with flying. 

RUDY: I would do the opposite, teach them 
prone, during instruction and leave them to make their 
own decision. 

TRISH: Why do you think there should be 
instruction from the beginning in the prone flying 
technique? 

RUDY: Well, the first reason when they learn 
how to fly it is much safer to learn prone, most 
beginners hit, nose down on numerous occasions and the 
bar will hit first and they will swing through the 
A-Frame and hit the kite, but the helmet takes most of 
the shock and most times they are O.K. But if you are 
sitting or upright you are going to hit first - how many 
leg injuries are there in the learning stages? You will 
get hurt, or the chances of you being injured are more. 
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A lot of injuries could be avoided. 
But what they say that there is so much difference when 
you are seated rather than prone, I don 1 t know, be cause I 
flew against people who were flying prone and I was flying 
seated and there was no difference in performance. So I 
don't believe there is much difference, unless such a 
perfect position in prone, because in prone in the wrong 
position can create more drag than if you are seated. 
You see, if he is laying down too far then he takes a 
lot of drag, or he is too far up with his legs then 
again he take more drag. You must be in a perfect 
position in prone to create less drag than anyone seated. 
So again, even for competitions, although I have not 
competed for a long time, if I did compete it would be 
seated because I don't think there is so much difference 
unless you have the high speed for high speed. Well it 
does make a difference, it slows you down it puts more 
drag on it, but the same thing happened with the cross 
bcjl.,rs , you remember people were tc;.lking about saving 25% 
if they put linings on the cross bar. 1l 1hey were hiding 
the cross bar everywhere, they were taking out the 
cross bar, and I looked at some of the kits and they 
took the cross bar out and replaced it with 24 wires 
instead, just as bad if not worse ~nd not as safe. _ So 
with drag there is always mixed feelings and many stories. 

TRISH : W'nen you do your loops ., I'm interested to 
see you still flying the complete - old rogallo $hape -
billow sail - no battens - no deflexors. You have not 
attempted a loop in the newer design kites? 

RUDY: No. I do not do loops in a rigid batten 
sail or with deflexors. The. reason I am not using them 
is because they make the wihg tips too rigid. When I 
reinforced the wings it means that the leading edge and 
the cross bar section get triple and the further you go 
out towards the wing tips then you will have double and 
at the very end of the wing tips is only single. So when 
you put a lot of load on it, it's going to put you in a 
nice curve, O.K. So later on this will spring out and 
give you an extra bit of power to get around and through 
the loop. 



"' 

Not only in loops but in forward tumbles, reverse 
half, negative half, positives, so there are different 
figures and I believe in the flexible wings for 
aerobatics. I mean the rigid (batten) wings would 
be O.K. but they are so short in the keel that if they 
enter into a tumble, it will finish one tumble, in 
let us say, less than a second whereas the long keel 
like I have a standard 16 x 18 long keel, when you go 
in a tumble it is much slower and I therefore have more 
time and chance to pull out from the tumble. 

TRISH: Last night watching the pictures, we 
heard about aerobatics and watching the kite designs 
go to an almost flat sail with no billow - would it be 

. easier to do aerobatics in a flatter sail than the 
kite you originally use? 

RUDY: With a flatter sail it would be easier 
becaus~ the luff dive would not cause me such a problem. 
But as you noticed, I use my legs to push the bar, I am 
in . the seated position my legs are on the bar supported 
in two loops which hold me in case of tumbling, or in 
case I stall out or something else goes wrong. When 
you push the bar with your legs you have much more force, 
first of all you get more extension with your legs than 
your arms and secondly you have more force actually on 
the bar and thirdly your bulk of weight is close to the 
keel which makes the kite turn in the loops much easier 
and smaller. The further your body weight is down, the 
larger loops, because of the centrifical forces. 

TRISH: 
tidy. 

The loops in the film were very tight and 

RUDY: Yes, they were quite tight, you know I 
would say the circle diameter of the loops is somewhere 
about 60 feet and certainly no more than 70-80 feet 
per loop. Now I do slightly bigger ones because I have 
reinforced t~e kite too much and it is too rigid, but 
very strong, so therefore the loops are going to be 
much bigger than the beginning. In the beginning I was 
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around the loop in 2 seconds - now it runs up to almost 
3 seconds for one loop. It is certainly flying that is 
very different from the ordinary, but it is a great 
pleasure to know t hat it can be done and to know that 
you can do it. Like the maximum loops I have made on one 
flight was 21 consecutive loops and up until today, I 
have made more than 540 positive loops with tumbles, 
reverse negatives. But, in the beginning it was a pleasure 
to do it and now I do believe it can be dangerous and the 
other problem also is how to use the parachute. If the 
kite tumbles, it tumbles in 1 - 1~ seconds in 360 degrees 
and a chute would not have enough time to open and would 
just wrap around the kite. Now, if the kite would break, 
that would be a different case again, it would be much 
easier to deploy and open a chute, but I do not rely 
on a parachute and I work everything out on paper etc., 
before I did the loops. 

When I met Bill Moyes in 1975 in Tehran, he said he 
thought he had a kite that would do the loops, so I asked 
him to send it over and a month later I did the loops and 
then I sent the fhotos to Bill . and he wrote back and asked 
me to stop immediately becaQse the kite wasn't reinforced, 
so I reinforced it. Then he made a kite for me and rein
forced it, which did the loops, but then I reinforced it 
again in case of tumbling, which is one of the most 
dangerous things in doing the loops. For example,- a neg
ative t .unble, when you tumble forward, after four or five 
tumbles ·; the kite accelerates so fast it would be extremely 
difficult to stop it. So that was the reason we reinforced 
all the things on the kites. 

-Many would like to try, I do not recommend they try,it is 
dangerous. For me, it is the personal thing - not for 
everyman. 

8. 

Post Script 
Rudy gives lectures and film talks all over Italy about 
his flying and his adventures~ there have been many -
an individualist and a one of pilot. With a big heart 
and a lot of guts. 
You wouldn't believe the films! 

·i.l 
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T.A.H.G.A. 

The Australian Hang Gliding Assoc. 
Box 4, Holme Building 
Sydney University, 
Sydney, N.S.W. 2006 

NOVEMBER REPORT TO THE MEMBERS: 

News from overseas 

The members of the World Competition Team are wending 
their way home to Oz and the reports of their adventures 
are spreading. Bob Knox and Colin Barry stopped in at . 
Stanwell Park and we all enjoyed hearing about their trip. 
Though the World Comp in Grenoble was a bit disappointing, 
the team members have gone very well at many of the other 
competitions. 

The latest news is that Steve Moyes has won the U.S. 
Masters Invitational Competition in North Carolina. (See 
the reprint of a U.S. news clipping on Peter Brown's per
formance there in this issue.) Some of the boys are still 
overseas and we have our fingers crossed for them at the 
America's Cup Comp against the U. S., Britain, Canada, and 
Japan in Tennessee. It is on as I write this and I was 
hoping to have the result before the issue goes to press. 

Hopefully we will get a full write-up of their 
exploits once they all get home. In the meantime, some of 
the high points that I have- heard about are below. Four 
Australians were in the top 10 places at the Bishop Cross 
Country Classic in California in July. Steve Moyes was 
4th at the Cypress Gardens Tow Comp. in Florida and 5th at 
the World Hang Gliding Comp. in Grenoble, France . Aussies 
took the top 3 places at the European Towing Comp. in 
Austria in September (Steve Moyes, Bob Knox and Kel Smith). 

One of the best stories that I've heard in a while is 
'' How Bob Knox became the Hero of Italy". He has PJ:"Omised 
that he will write it up for SkySailor so I won't tell you 
a bout it now. 
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Membership Fees for 1980 

I hope that you all aren't still confused about the 
fees for 1980 after the letter which appeared in the Sept. 
issue from Trevor Jones. His interpretation of the wording 
about fees was incorrect and I am amazed that anyone could 
believe the organization would even contemplate the scheme 
he described. (If you have any questions about TAHGA 
policy, it might be simplest to write us and check the facts 
before protesting in SkySailor.) Anyway, if you were con
fused by it all, I think you will be pleasantly surprised 
by the true situation. 

The real irony of Trevor's letter was that the present 
executive has been working for several months to reduce the 
fees which were set at the last convention before we were 
in office. This required lots of careful budgeting and a 
postal poll of the State Co-ordinators who had previously 
set the $12.00 fee. They have agreed to let us lower the 
fee for TAHGA and at our last meeting final budgeting got 
it down to $9.00 per member. That amount will cover the 
costs of monthly issues of SkySailor for 1980, the flight 
manual, the costs of the next federal convention, and our 
administrative expenses. It does not include the cost of 
public liability insurance or the fees for membership of 
your state association. More on these topics is below. 

The TAHGA Executive has asked all the state associa
tions to reduce their membership fees .for 1980. In the 
past, the states who published their own newsletters needed 
larger membership fees to cover this expense. Now that 
SkySailor is a combination of all the state magazines and 
TAHGA is paying for printing it, their expenses are much 
less. They only have to pay the postage each month now. 
Other expenses like rating forms and accident report forms 
are also paid by TAHGA now. 

The cost for public liability insurance for 1980 is 
still being negotiated. However, whatever the premium is 
for next year, all members in 1979 who renew for 1980 will 
have the cost offset from our insurance fund. The fund 
was set up when we arranged to change the renewal date of 
the policy so that it coincided with our membership year. 
This will be a once only subsidy and does not apply to new 

members who join in 1980. TDey did not pay into the fund 
and will have to pay the full insurance premium. 
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TAHGA REPORT CONTINUED: 

A renewal slip should be enclosed with this issue and 
it will make clear what the TAHGA fees are, what the cost 
of insurance is, and what the ,state association fees are 
also. These slips have been "personalized" by our computer 
so that if you wish to change any of the information you 
can. Please send the renewal to your state secretary 
along with the cheque for your full fees. The states will 
forward them to us for re-entry to the computer after 
deducting their portion of the fees. As soon as we are 
notified by the state association that you have renewed 
yonr membership, you will be put on the insured list and 
you will be sent your free copy of the fli1ht manual. 
We hope that everyone will renew in November and December 
to avoid any lapse in insurance cover and to get all the 
important information in the manual in time for the summer 
flying season. 

MORE (!!) INSURANCE NEWS 

In the September issue I gave details of the optional 
Personal Accident Insurance scheme which we are consider
ing. I have had a few enquiries about the scheme but we 
are not sure how many other members may be interested. We 
do not intend to begin the policy until 1 January 1980 and 
we may not go ahead with it at all if there is .insufficient 
demand for it from the members. We will be makin9 a final 
dec ision in December so if you feel you want this sort of 
coverage, please write .to me and ask for the full details~ 
(For those who may have missed the Sept. issue, the scheme 
offers pilots insurance against personal injury while hang 
gliding. The premiums are variable depending on the amount 
of coverage you desire but start at $3.00 for $1000.00 of 
compensation.) We would strongly advise pilots who have 
families to check their present life insurance or personal 
accident policies to make sure that hang gliding injuries 
are included in . the coverage. 

For those members who have asked us about insurance 
for their kites against loss or theft, we have yet another 
possible policy . (Next time we should make sure the 
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TAHGA secretary is an insurance broker! It seems like half 
my work these days!) Once again, the policy is issued to 
TAHGA as an organization and members can take out coverage 
on an optional basis. The glider itself is insured against 
"total physical loss or damage, and includes such risks as 
theft, loss whilst in transit or whilst in store at the 
insured members home or club premises and the cost of 
removing glider debris". I assume the last item would mean 
costs such as hiring a crane to get the remains of a glider 
out of a tree, etc. Loss resulting from improper repairs, 
faulty original workmanship or deterioration due to weather 
from improper care of the glider would not be covered. 
Minor damage of any type is not covered, only total loss or 
total damage. 

The premium for one year of coverage is 5% of the 
insured value of the glider. Such coverage is available on 
an indivudual basis from several insurance companies but 
usually at a higher premium than this group policy. It 
will go into effect on 1 January 1980 if there are at least 
100 members who wish to take it out. The insurers will not 
be interested in a policy for a smaller group so you must 
let me know that you would be interested before mid-December. 

The TAHGA Executive wishes to extend a welcome to the 
new State Co-ordinator from Tasmania, Alan Coates. Things 
are going full-tilt down there. Congratulations to the 
new executive--they report that their membership has tripled 
in the last few months! 

The editor informs me that some states associations are 
as much as 4 months behind in paying her the postal charges 
for SkySailor. Her budget does not allow her to operate 
with such deficits and she may have to withhold issues to 
those states if it isn't taken care of. If you don't get 
your issue next month, check with your state executive. 

On that happy note, I'll sign off. Good flying, 

Marsha M. Leeman 
TAHGA Federal Secretary 



PETER "THE BLACK DEATH" BROWN 

SETS HANG GLIDER DISTANCE RECORD 

Grandfather Mountain, North Carolina, U.S.A. 

Peter Brown is a 27 year old member of the Australian 
hang gliding team who came to the Masters of Hang Gliding 
Championship as a spectator, and while here he broke the 
North Carolina cross country hang gliding record by flying 
27.7 miles from Grandfather Mountain to a point on U.S. 221 
five miles north of Marion, N.C. 

Known to his hang gliding associates as "The Black 
Death" because of his ability to out-fly competitors in 
marginal conditions when it is difficult to remain aloft, 
Brown's nickname is made even more appropriate by reason 
of a dark ·beard and his flying an ominous looking black 
glider .. 

Grandfather's Mountain and North Carolina's previous 
distance record of 24.1 miles was set in 1976 by Joe Foster. 
On his record flight Brown flew many miles further than the 
point to point distance for which he is credited. He soared 
around Grandfather for over an hour and then headed out for 
another two hours in a southerly direction which took him 
over Spruce Pine Airport, Table Rock Mountain, and nearly 
to Mount Mitchell before landing across the road from an 
Exxon station five miles north of Marion. 

Peter Brown's home in Australia is a resort named 
Pacific Palms, which is situated on high cliffs above the 
ocean which lend themselves to hang gliding. Brown has 
more than 1,000 hours of hang gliding air time, a fact 
that is impressive to most hang glider pilots. His glider 
is a Moyes Maxi III. 

In flying from Grandfather Mountain to near Marion, 
Brown reached 8,000 feet above sea level, which is also 
2,700 feet above the launch site on the mountain, Cloud 
base on that day was at 7,000 feet, so when he flew in the 
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direction of Marion Brown was maintaining an altitude of 
approximately 1,000 feet higher than the base of the 
clouds. Earlier Brown ·flew 70 miles cross country at 
Bishop, California. 

Brown is the second person in little more than a month 
to set a new hang gliding record at Grandfather Mountain. 
Brown's record was for distance, and a new record for 
endurance of 8 hours 53 minutes was set by Robert Crowell 
on August 4. Crowell was seriously injured a few days 
later, but is now out of hospital and expected to view the 
finals of the Masters of Hang Gliding this week. 

**This article was reprinted from a local paper in the U.S. 
and appeared on September 14, 1979. Congratulations, Peter. 

WHAT TO EXPECT 

IN YOUR TARGA FLIGHT MANUAL: 

There will be lots of information on: 
safety, on the ground and in the air; 
first aid, and emergencies; 
proper maintenance of your glider, 
getting started and where to learn, 
the organization of hang gliding in Australia, 

such as D.O.T. regulations, TAHGA policies, 
state associations, local clubs; and also, 
the rating scheme, safety officers and their 
duties, legal matters and insurance. 

There will also be included a complete personal flight log. 

All this will come in a loose leaf binder so that you, your 
state association or TAHGA can add to it as necessary. 

You will get one free when you renew your membership for 
1980. 



[ Letters to the Editor ] 
Dear Trish, 

It's glorious when that perfect wind comes up. The type 
that means that you just step off the take-off hill 
and soar with ease, for as long as you wish. Beautiful, 
but there are problems! Take for example the perfect 
wind and a site so small that it can only accommodate 
a couple of kites in the air at one time. But there 
are at least ten kites there hoping to take advantage 
of this rare avant! 

How frustrating it is to have to watch two or three 
kites having a ball when you are sitting on the take
off hill waiting to take-off but can't because it 
would be dangerous to do so for fear of having a mid-air 
collision. This frustration gradually turns to anger 
as these same pilots insist on remaining in the air for, 
it seems, . forever, not allowing us more nervous pilots 
to have a go. 

What are they trying to prove I ask myself, we know 
they can fly, they've proved it. Wouldn't it be great 
if they would lat everyone have a crack at it by not 
staying up for so long. The question remains: 

CAN PILOTS SOARI NG A PERFECT WIND SHOW CONSIDERATION? 

Yours sincerely, 

Clive Banks 
H.G.A.W.P,. 
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The Edit::>r, 
Sky sailor. 
j ear Trish, 

My bro ::;b2rt 
byro to papper to tell 
day. 

The Secretary, 
Bin, arbi Hanggli J ing Club

1 
Luffing Drive, 
Thermalsvile, 621 . 

Be li o. e Aframe and 1 th0 1..tght we should. put 
you and your readers what we saw the other 

We were flying at our f avorite site , Ayres Rock anu 
we noticed a couple of beginners obviously on their first day. 
Being social able we went over and introdu:~ ed oursel v c~s 1,0 these 
couple o !.· other chappies. They a.lso turned out to be brothers, 
The Smart brothers, Fairly a.nu No·tso seemed to have mixed ideas 
on learning to fly. 

Fairly was, in our opinion, a reasonably iutelegent 
sort of bloke. He wantei to start at t he botto::I\ ::: f t :te slope ano. 
work his way up in respect to his convidence and skill. This ~o 
us, being inland flyers and aware of the turbulance seemed to 
be the best idea. No -c, so was of another opiniono He wanted to take 
his homemade galvanised pipe and gladrap kite ancl jump of t he t op · 

o f -':" ;•:e rock with ~h e idea of thermalint · to Alice Springs to visi ti 
his Aunty Dorrie who bad moved there last winter from Jindabyne 
to ease her c•ilblainso We tried to reason wi th Notso but it was 
near imposible. Ben tried in vien to get him to ware Yairly's 
approved helmet because Notso thought that "the beanie he bought 
from his mate Willie Nillie would cio the same job, after all, 
his head didn't get that cold ar.yway,, 

Not so• s harness raise:i some doubt in our minds. Ee 
\ I 

had a four f~ot leng.tll of rope. He tied ~ne end to t.;he CG bre.cket 
and t he other around his ankle just in case he fell off the A f ra.m1 

Ben and I spent our time assisting Fairly because we 
couldn't be much help to No t so as we didn't have a gun. ie wire 
walked Fairly for quite a. while witil he fel ~ corificient to have 
a few low flights with just our yelling 'pushou"t' 'puil in' 'push 
out'in rappid succession . Fai r ly was going really well by the end 
of the day. His brand new hangglider remained in mint conoition 
and he could fly straight ana level, take off , a.nd land wi i h ease. 

Notso on the other hana spent mo st of the day carrying . 
his so called- kite to the top of the hill while dreE.ming of Auntys 

1.4 
chilblains. well, abet halfway through the afternoon anu half way 
up the hill thoughts of Aunty faded and that galverniseo pipe 
started to get pretty heavy . J~ otso decicte J. it mi ght be bet~er to 
go back down the hill and buy a lighter kite like his brot hers; 
it would be easier -co carry up the hill he thought. Cn the way 
down he slipped and cracked his head open when he hit the ground. 
16. 
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-( guess he di Jn't have his beanie on. When he c::;ot to the bottom 
11e saw how we ll ~'1airly was f lying an J he made us promise to tea-::h 
:1lim when he ge ts his new kite. We su2:gested a new helmet as well 
nd he agreedG 

Un the way home, Ben and I decided tha.t Notso should 
:~ha.nge his surname to IJumafterall. 
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Yours sincerly, 
Ben de Keel 
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HA-r-n~ :- fl ··' 1 U .. "=I .. ~ '\.iii ~ GLIDERS 

H.G.A.WA. P.O . BOX 8 4 DOUBLEVIEW 6018 W.A. 

m:, :;- v11-.i•ifT'I,.• ~ UF" THC.' '" ;,-~• r c1 ,1 W , l., ' ' T'T :,! r rJl./9/79 lil-, ....... U i ; -.ii,,.)" ..L.J U.-.1d8.LU1. l',L...o....J-'-1.J...J...6•\J c.4 • 

1. Tl1B minutes of the General meeting 27/J /79 read by Denis 

Gilbe rt, secondeu by Mike Thorn. and accepted. 

:he minutes of the Committ ee meeting 6/9/79 read by De~is 

Gilb~rt, seconded by MiKe Thorn and accepted. 

2. CJ .::1....~Pl;:iD.A NCE-a) f ram National Parks Board Re Sand patch. The 
proposal to fly ::: and.patch Coastal sites has been a cc epted Fith 
:.ic;_ e; --..~-2sul::.:. tions. These r egula tions were re3d by Russell House, 
c :i1s j n wnich v:as that i1 almon Holes can be flown only 6 days of 
the year, it will be upto the Albany club to choose these 6 days 
as t ney a re the bul~ o f fly ers who will wan t to fly this site. 
. .; -?": ; s.fe t,y lJ ffJcer present if unsure of the other re gulations. 

b)Rus sell House also receive0 aletter from the 
~-~-I.~.O. which w~s read. 

J. I.) ... i:I.G.A report 1-..-as given by Russell House.A letter was read 
reg& .·ding legal liability to hang glider pilots in N.S.W • 

T.~ . ~.G . A print out has been receiveu on members ratings. 
Insurance claims mus t go to T.A.H.G.A (plus the excess $300). 

and not the insurance company . 

... -.I.'re3.S Ur8r'S report Wei s given by Ray Chatfield. 
C~e C.i.~ sign of t-shirt is now available in seve_ral colours and 
~i z es at ;3.50 each. 
G ~:-; 1~ ·, L B'J ..3 I N S.3 .:3 • 
5. ~ep0rt on Bakewell from Hay Chatfield, info will be printed 
in 3~ysailor. We can now fly the site but with some restrictions. 

uo Ee port on hU.l at Brunswick Junction was given by Mike Thorn. 
r·os.s.::. ble com_peti tion site. For any info see i.·1 ike Thorn. 

7 ~ ,,. ~ r1 f 
e ~E Llle oanu or hanging ha rness for sale for over $10. This 

',\·as ~c:..~. 

S • ....: t c-: rlins silver chain and. pendant ~48, c&n new buy pendant 
se~P~ 3.te for J18 those interested see Jenny Sharples. 

9. If anycne is going to Albany on the long weei-end see the 
3afety officAr to check on the situation for Sandpatch. 

10 . ~cc~uent report - Ray Chatfield reported on the accident 
or. 3a turci. y 22nd sept. at Rockingham ( inland. \..u · nra). Discussion 
f cllm~ed. -/"tyi"j 

11. Greg ?erejuan demonstrated how the air splints are to be used 
when the occasion may arise. 

Meeti~s closed 9.05pm. 1 8; 

l 
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MESSAGE FROM THE CLUB LIBRARY ••••••••• 

There is a large shortage of books and magazines, and 
the problem is getting wors£;=. "THE REASON!!" 

ND ONE IS RETURNING THEM!!! PLEASE return them at 
either club meetings (if you can't make it give book 
or magazine to a friend who is) or myself - ANYTIME. 

BOOKS OVERDUE FROM THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS 

JEFF BENETT 
MIKE IPKENDANZE 
IAN DINES 
MIKE P.NSBRD 
JULIE RANKIN 
G. GDSATTI 
CRAIG ANDREWS. 

GREG PEREJUA N 
211 McDonald Street 
JOONDANNA. W.A. 
Phone. 33 44 48164 

< :·.c-%-.. ~---*==--," -- r 

r 
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WINCH TOWING IN W.A. 

BY Greg (Headly) Scott 
H.G.A. of W. A. 

The day started, 7.30 . at Russell House's place. It 
was cold and drizzling and threatening to pour. Luckily 
the weather forcast was right and as we . drew closer to 
Hillman Farm the Weather brightened . considerably. When 
we arrived the first thing to be done was to ask permission 
from the skydiving crew who by the way make a great show 
between flies. As soon as we had set up the gliders, Ray 
Chatfield checked out his clider and wes soon shooting 
skyward. The first couple of tows werent good with a 
height gain on tow of under 1,000 ft, mainly I think the 
cool weather was to blame plus it takes a couple of 
tows to adjust towing tensions and proceedures. 

Later in the day the sun put in a good showing and the 
tows were to about 1 , 500 to 1,600 feet. Today was to 
prove a most exciting day for me having to test my new 
Aerosystems 160, a locally designed and made glider 
taki ng ~W.A. by storm. Most of W.A. '3 top pilots are 
changing over to Aerosystems gliders recognising the 
advantages that arise from having a glider with such 
tremendous performance . On the first attempt we found 
that angle of attack was too low resulting in a 30ft 
run along the ground at some considerable speed culminat
ihg in a hard nose into the deck. 

After a quick piece of advice from Ray we decided to 
connect the last top release only giving the glider 
a steeper angle of attack which did the trick. The 
second tow was delightful with no major promlems 
encountered. Of course , flying a much faster glider 
with a higher L/D does have its small problems but 
after having four tows to about 1,500 feet it doesnt 
take long to adjust to a new glider. Russel House 
took my glider for a test fly and ended up having 
the best fly of the day. There is something annoy ing 
about watching someone else staying up when the 
best thing you encounter all day is . l00ft per minute 
sink surrounded b y 500 ft per minute sink. 



rr---·--· 

Greg Perejuan decided (with a little prompting) 
it was time to have a go at inland towing and 
after setting up a harness and grabbing a helmet 
he was off. I thing .Greg is hooked on inland towing 
as it is everybody that stops listening to misinformed 
people who knock it and tell you about all the dangers 
Nex: time someone tells you these things ask them ijave 
they tried it? If not take to some of the guys that 
do it. Ask how many peopl~ have been hurt, also ask 
what its like to be towed to 1,500 to 2,000 ft. 

Recently I had a letter from Bim in America telling 
me about the big sites, 8,000 10,000 high in California 
and elsewhere. Although its great to jump off 
mountains, if you blow it or the thermals just arent 
there its almost a whole days effot for one jump. 
With the winch (the Mobile Mountain) you can tow 
to 2,000 ft 5, 6, or even more times in a day. 

Living in W.A. is great but it does have a considerable 
lack of big inland sites if you are dreaming of 
riding thermals to 8,000, 10,000 or even 15,000ft 
In my opinion, inland towing is the only way to go 
unless you want to put a motor on your glider, a 
thought which crossed my mind, until I started 
reading about the stresses and shock loadings involved. 
Flexwing gliders are not suitable for power units of 
taht I am convinced - anybody considering such a move 
think - it is worth dying for? 

May good pilots have done just that with power units 
a dangerous concept - one that the hang gliding 
federation should ban from its ranks. There are 
ultra light aircraft clubs that can advise you about 
the safest and best ways of powering craft. Remember 
that the ends do not justify the means (True!) 

This is the first article I have written and hope 
that it has .been of benefit to somebody and I _~ould 
like to hear from people who agree or disagree with 
~y thoughts through OUR Skysailor. 
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_S,,~SLAND NOTES - Q.H.G•A• 

Editor: Geoff Walduck 
16 Tully St. 
STRATFORD 4872 

'w 
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Phone: ( 670) 55 1023 (Bus ,Ii 

NEWS 

Notice of Meeting of QeH.G.A •• The annual meeting will be 
held at Eungella over the long weekend of 27-28th October. This 
meeting will be combined with a fly in where everyone tu.ms up. 
We need you there and the flying promises to be fantastic. 

i 
ID 

a 
\ 

The weekend is a good cha.~ce for fliers to swap stories and 
more stories plus get to see what goes on behind the sceens on 
your behalf to keep us all flyinge 

p 
a 
~\ 

The executive will be elected at this meeting so if you 
can't go give your proxy in writing to someone who can. All membeit 
of the executive are standing for re election at this stagee The N 
positions for which there are to be elections are as follows:- a 
President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, State Co- b 
ordinator, Safety Co=-erdinator. F 

NOW THE OTHER NEWS: d, 

Hang gliding made the front page of the Sunday Mail (largest 
1 N 

Sunday circulation paper in Queensle.nd) picture and all. Un-
fortunately it was the sort of publicity we could do wi thoutfl 1e-

EDITORIAL~ 

Editors sometimes get punched in the nose for things they 
say in editorialso This could be the case with this one but the 
point needs to be ma.dee 

There are 3 types of publicity, Good publicity, no publicity. 
and bad publicitya The front page article in the Sunday Mail is 
about the worst publicity we could geto The comments attributed 
to Roy Pod.more in the article are indescribably bad. 

In the eyes of the public and more importantly in the eyes of 

22. 



the bureaucrats who make the fly - don't fly - decisions for us 
;we must appear as well organised and responsible people. The 
,digressions of one single person reflects on all other hand gliders ... 
·we canrtot escape this unfortunate fact. 

Bureaucrats tend to be singularly unimaginative except when 
1,1, it comes to reasons for saying NO .. 

11 

11 

,1 

Lets not give them any reasons • 

The business of operating hang gliders in controlled air space 
,, is one with which I have become very closely associated ~-rid is a 
1matter which requires very careful and delicate handling. We must 
,accent that there are some situations where we once flew that we . ' 

'1cannot fly now. 

There are probably other areas where our operations can cause 
,problems but a well organised and documented - rational and direct 
1approach to the people concerned, whether it be DGO.T. • the 
II-:IILITARYy-COUNCILS will usually bear fruit.., 

It is counter productive to argue and get emotional. Remember 
that the . bureaucrat you have to deal with finds it easier to say 

1NO than to say YES or MAYBE. If he says NO that is the end of it 
;as far as he is concerned. If he says YES or ¥1AYBE it means he must 
break new ground and this is something all but the most exceptional 
public servants are not prepared to do. 

So when you run u.p against a NO sit down and put up a well 
' ,documented reasonable and rational argument. DONi T TAKE NO FOR AN 
. ANS1vVER - KEEP AT THEM. 

Remember! Just stay cool and you just may get a few MAYBES or 
,even a YES. 

Enough editoralising ' t ' ' ~ ... Back to flying. 

I 
J 
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TULLY FLYING OR HOW TO FLY TO FLY OUT TO SEA WHILE WATCHING 
NUTIE BATHERS. ( 11-12 AUGUST) 

BiL 
hap: 

For those who don't know the north 9 Tully lies about 100 Bi~ 
miles south of Cairns or 110 miles north of Townsville, depending l~f 
on which way you happen to be goingo Tully has two good flying mit 
sites arou..nd it's fair bosom; Mt. Tyson, with a take-off at ahou· one 

1900' is for the super fit only, or for those rich enough to rent 
a retinue of Ti bet an Sherpas, as the three hour climb to the top 8 r, 
is a killer out . ~ 

The other is Garners Beach, an idyllic little spot on the coa~ Cha: 

i overlooking Dunk and other assorted islands, with a take-off at bee: 

about 150', complete with palm trees, rain forest, dusky wahines 
etc. Garners and Tyson a.re under the control of Regional Directo~ at 1 

and Chief Puller-of-kites out of trees, Roger Chandler. barl 
j to I 
· My own club, the Tow.osville H.G.A" has a couple of excellent fror 

·· inla.I-id flying sites a.round Townsville, but we like to spend a sky 
weekend at Garners about once a month to tune and fly different mon 

kites, train learners 9 in soaring and prone techniques, and 
generally have a get=together with associated evil goings-on with I anol 

the Tully and Cairns boys o Unfortunately, the Cairns flyers sui1 
couldn I t make it down the la.st weekend but we hope they had a goo4 aid 
weekend but we hope they had a good weekend flying their own si te (Rogi 
Also missed were Ron Draper and Ian Cameron from Proserpine . (Ho1 and 

the E o F" 5 1 s back together Camo. ) 8
~

12 
ride 

Saturday was one of those balmy days you dream. about while the-
slogging away 8 - 5 during the week - wa:rm and sunny, brilliantly ~ha~ 

· clear azure sea and the promise of a good stiff sea breeze in the 
afternoon., After the usual preliminaries at Roger and Lynnes I long 

1 farmhouse, we arrived a t Garners to find t he wind off to the sout~the 
by about 40 degrees 0 However, typically for this site, it graduaJ Cath 
swung to the east and was safe for take-off at about one o'clock. less 

and 
Three Gf our learners from Townsville, Mark, Ken and Charlie, and 

soared very successfully on only their second soaring weekend in 
our radio-controlled training Rangers (Wanker T would be proud) was 

and were only pursuaded to land by (a) Terminal crutch fatigue; . espe 
(b) Shouted threatso They then proceeded to shame their instruct~ for 
by executing some quite acceptable top landings (for which they 
still owe us beers). 

2 /• 
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Meanwhile, Roger (Skydart), Graeme Etherton (Ethel)(Lynx B) 
Bill Cappler (Moyes Midi), Ross Wilson (CB200), and myself (Lynx B) 
happ.ily whiled away the afternoon cruising around Garnefs and over 
rBingil Bay, the next bB¥ to the south, in incredibly (for us) smooth 

q lift while perving on unsuspecting nude sunbathers and inter-
, mi ttantly landing to brief learners, so some tuning, or pull some
'one's kite out of the scrub. Bad luck, Lex. 

Ethel spent the entire afternoon tuning his old Kestrel after 
'la recent mishap, the . first time I've ever known him to go away with-
out his beloved Lynx. Roger had a long walk back from Bingil Bay 
1after trying to jump across to the range on the other side, and 
:Charlie got his tootsies 11et by landing in the bay. ( Another 
1beer to collect there, too). 

That night, tired and burnt, it was back to our camp site 
m11 at a friend's beach house at beautiful Clump Point for the usual 

ibarbeque, swim, and evening of mayhem and debauchery. Many thanks 
''ito Rod, Anne, Joanne and Graeme for letting us camp on thjir 
ifront · lawns and carousing with us once again. Ah, the tropical 
sky at night. ~uddenly it was Sunday , the stillness of the tropic 
morning broken only by the pounding of a dozen throbbing skulls. 

Quick as a flash, by midday, we were back at take-off and 
another incredible day was in the offing. Our three learners, after 
suitable briefings, were introduced to prone flying and with the 
aid of radio, cut dashing figures across the sky in no time at all. 

)Hoger, who had met an elderly author called Vivian Cunnington 
;md his wife by flying over them and almost giving them heart 
seizures, spent most of the day ta.king the old gent for tandem 
,rides in his Skyhook. The poor chap shook a lot, but was never-
1the-less wrapped - a real game old bloke. Perhaps be' 11 devote a 
?hapter to us in his next book eh? 

The rest of the day continued as per usual. Roger had another 
tlong walk back from Bingal Bay. One day, Rog. Ethel finally got 

'the bugs out of his old Kestrel, I took Mark's lovely girlfriend 
lll'.;athy for a . tandem ride, and one poor soul who shall remain name

tless, distinguished himself by pancaking into a tall bushy tree 
and was eventually lowered to the ground by means of l0ud curses 
md stout rope. Another beer, mate. 

All in all, 'a most enjoyable and more than productive weekend 
was had by all, and I'd like to thank everyone who came along, 
especially Roger, \ilho took a lot of flak from the owner of the site 

i!:ror some litter that was left by some non-hang gliding people. 
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Anyone wishing to fly at Tully should contact Roger Chandler 
on ,s 1105 during working hours, or on 68 1190 after hours, as 
he 9 s the one effected if the sites a.re ever lost. The elderly 
owner is particularly paranoid about litter, which is fair enough 
too. Besides, Roger is a mine of information on local flying 
conditions 9 how to grow pumpkins, weeds, ducks and drinking 
bulk wine. He is also the manufacturer and sole agent of Chandlers' 
Ka.nine Chastity Beltso 

Our sites at Townsville are flyable on weekends only and 
require at least some inland experience. The thermalling, 
especially in summer, is excellent and will keep you right on 
your toeso Wearing a parachute, though it's not mandatory, is 
a good move when flying on some of the larger sites up here, 
as anywhere, as some of the doHners and uppers on a good day can 
open even the most tightly controlled sphincters. 

-~.-.-~"- --.- ,... ~ 

/ -- ~ . 

Safe flying all 

Dave McVeigh 



V.H.G.A. 
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

1. ELECTIONS 

I am compelled to write to all members, because it is 
growing late in the year and the elections for Committee 
of the VHGA are drawing near. As I have spent two years 
as President for the VHGA, I feel that would be in the 
best interests of our Association to stand down and not 
seek re-election. This means, each and every one of you 
should start thinking about who would be suitable to take 
on the job for next year. 

All members of tha present committee (President, Secretary, 
Trea~urer) are not seeking re-election. It is vital that 
we find replacements and have our nominations in before 
the next Annual General Meeting. 

2. RATING SYSTEM 

I have spoken to many people about the new rating system. 
It is surprising to find that many of our older members 
don't like it and think we have made things too complicated. 
An equal number of the new members to the sport have given 
it acclaim. A major complaint from flyers who have little 
or no cross-country ambitions, is that they were H4 and 
had held what was the top hang-rating in our system, now 
they are one rating below the top. In part, I agree with 
their feelings. The solution would be to rename the 
ratings to BEGINNER, NOVICE, INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, 
CROSS-COU NTRY, as has b.een do ne in the U.S.A. This has in 
fact been .done, to a degree, in our own system. Look at 
the new rating forms and you wi ll see the alter nate name 
to the Hang-riting number. 

-, ''\ . .___ 
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Now available in Australia! 

-,CE IV 
FULLY CERTIFIED - EXCEEDS HGfv\A STANDARDS 

The Lancer N has been around long enough to have 
proved itself a classic all-rounder. What other glider 

could claim an achievement span like this. 

3rd 
2nd 

GROUSE MOUNTAIN 1978 
(Acknowledged sink rate competition of the year) 

ANNUAL U.S. L/ D COMPETITlON 1979 
(Winner was a non-production x-sparless prototype) 

NEED WE SAY MORE! 
That's what we mean by all round_performance. The record speaks for itself, 
and you can bet your life thafthe handling of this superbly co-ordinated glider, 

in every respect, matches its performance. 
Why have two gliders when one thoroughbred will do? 

Something else you'll like as owner of a Pacific Kites Glider, is our service -
prompt, efficient and professional. 

The Lancer rv, a truly international glider. Produced under licence in U.S.A. 
Switzerland and Spain. Fully certified in N.Z., U.S.A and Switzerland. 

Vie are appointing and looking for good dealers throughout Australia. 
if you are interested in becoming a Pacific Kites Dealer, please write for 

dealership information, giving details of your hang gliding background to: 

PACIFIC KITES LTD 
P.O. Box 45-087, Te Atatu, Auckland 8, N.Z. 

Telex NZ 21274 (Att. Pacific)• Phone Hendernon 66-377 

Suggested Retail: Lancer NS $A 760, Lancer [V L $A 790 

~ 
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Ou r new r a~ i ng s ystem is· in pl2cs and wo r king . Many of 
ou r Safety Off ic ers can nc~ r a ts your theory. Reme mber , 
it is easy to ring ups S2fety Of ficer and arrange a 
theo ry test. Safety DfficEr's do n 't rea ll y want to 
test theory at a fl yi ng site when " it is on ". 

If so me of you think our rating tests are too hard, try 
lo ok ing at t he British or USA tests f or co mpariso n! 

Safe Flyi ng ! 

CRAIG AITKEN - V.H.G.A. PRES IDE NT. 

* * * * 

MUG OF THE 1'/ 0NTH AWAR D 

The Mug of the Mon th Award sust go to the pilot who fle w 
at ~o r r,i ng Star ( a si te 0 ~ all know is closed, wh e n , 
after he had landed on top and was asked to leave the 
Mo r ni ng t on Golf Club property by the Secretary of t he 
Golf Club, he was abusive End un-cooperative). 

This sort of action only dces our AssociBtion harm, and 
places us i n a very poor pcsi ti on wh e n we have to 
nego tiate wi t h the owners cf all the other sites we fly. 

If the rest of us non - mug fl yers had any gumption at all, 
we wou ld make t hese mug -fl yErs know what we think of 
their selfish behaviour. 



FIRST AID 

1. When flying off big hills or cliffs you may have to 
cope with an accident without rrn.1ch help. It does not 
actually need a hang glider; people fall off high places 
with monotonous regularity using only smooth- sol ed shoes 
as a rri.eans of propulsion. So -what do you do? · 

If the casualty is attached to the hang glider, detach 
him before he blows away, but without moving his head, 
back or limbs, if there is any chance of bone damage. 
Avoid rotating or bending forward neck or back. 

2. People must breath, so loosen clothes ar0lll1d neck, and 
if unconscious see nothing obstructs nose and throat
including tonguee 

3. Send for medical help if even partly unconscious, i f 
there is bad bleeding, any bones broken, internal pain, 
difficulty in breathing, or if for any other reason you 
feel all is not well. · Give your message clearly saying 
what is needed and where you are. The local police or 
coastguard can quickly locate -½;mile S of the Beacon 
but may waste tune searching up on the hill over there. 

4 . Protect casualty from wind and keep hirrr from getting 
. cold o Do not make him too hot and keep Silll off his face 
and head e Loosen belt and other tight clothing . If 
ankles damaged loosen toot s but do not remove them$ 

5. Reassure casualty and be relaxed yourself. Observe 
carefully for signs of back injury and l:L'11b moveme..rit. Do 
not ask him to wiggle toes - you will scar e him if he 
cannot . Drive away spectators and agitated friends e 

6. If bleeding badly raise limb if not broken and apply 
pressure \vi.th fingers on the heart side of the injury Q • 

You have two hands, use both to try to find the right 
place . If first aid kit available put sterile pad on or 
around the WOlllld and press that . Do not use a tomiquet 
except as a last resort and then slacken it briefly 
every few minutes. Heads bleed readily, try to slow 
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bleeding with casualty horizontal. 

7. Do not give the casualty anything at all to drink or 
eat if there is any possibility of head or internal 
injuries, otherwise he can be given a little water if he 
is thirsty. 

8. If the injuries are severe or there is rruch blood 
loss, shock or delayed shock will occur, with pallor, cold 
clamny skin and increased heart rate. If injuries are 
slight the casualty may insist he is all right and want 
to fly again. Discourage this; although some active 
people know·well what bumps and bruises they can cope 
with, newcaners to the sport may not. 

9. If the casualty has been in water and appears 
drowned carry clear of the tide and empty mouth of water, 
seaweed etc. Lay on ground holding head back to clear 1 

airway and give nnuth-to-mouth resuscitation. You may 
have to go on doing this for a long time so breathe ina 
way that is natural to yourself. If you severely modify 
your own breathing rate you may becane breathless your
self. develop a smooth rhythm. If no pulse and·- you are 
alone give external cardiac massage. You cannot do both 
at once so give about ten breathes (about% minute) then 
fifteen deep springy presses at neart-beat rhythm 
(about 15 seconds), and continue in this way. If a 
helper turns up get him to do one continuously while 
you do the other. Do not stop. When casualty starts to 
breathe himself tum on his side and watch him. He may 
be sick and he may stop breathing again. 

By this time he will be cold because you could not do 
three things at once. Priorities are to reduce wind 
~hill and evaporation. Cover him with anything protect
ive. 

10. Your observations can be essential to the doctor. 
Note time of accident, and of any change in condition of 
casualty. If pulse or breathing rate is taken note this 
as ·well. Be ready to give factual infonnation quickly. 
If you don't think you would do too well at this, go and 
learn sane -first aid. 



KIWIS FLY WEST IN AUSSIE WINTER : ''A TA1E FOR 
FLEDGLINGS , KOOKABURRAS , AND BALD - HEADED EAGLES'' 

BY: Straperon Von Goforit-and Cliperin Zen Flaperov. 

''Knock, knock'', who i s there? ''Nosey'', Nosey vvho? ''Nosey 
breezes in winter, mate." 

Cli~erin : W<:11 it ~11 started in. New. Zealand back in 
197 when I first vJhizzed down a hillside on an 18' 
flexi-flier and managed to land on my feet. The 

. feeling was so good and I knew then that hang gliding 
was going to be TI1E sport for me. The following three 
years proved rather frustrating for my wish to fly, as 
a coobination of pennilessness, windlessness, windover
m..Ichness, carlessness, cardessness, canpanionlessness, 
and exams seldom allowed me to live up to my name. 
HovNer, my ditching of the purple projectile, my 16' 
flexi-flier, for a Cohen SL 195 enabled me to make 
major steps forNard, namely leaping fran a death
defying 100; very steep hill (Australian mountain) 
and practising a few S turns. The afore mentioned 
lessnessess never allowed bulk practice and so I left 
Wellington and New Zealand, having never leaped off 
my goal, 'IHE HIIL, Paekakariki at a trouser-browning 
900'. 

I came to Austrlia in late March, 2979, to join my old 
friend Strperon for a three month coastal trip fran 
Melbourne to Perth. This opportunity had been filling 
my dream-life for sane time, so when I bought my Wings 
Ranger in Melbourne it became the first concrete step 
of the path that was to follow ie.e. enough of this 
boring history and onwards to the present story. Tne 
Melbourne fliers were most helpful in giving inform
ation and trying track kites, and eventually we fuLlild 
the Ranger, in seemingly excellent condition for a 
pocket pleasing $200. Then anned to the teeth ·with 
spare nuts and bolts, (The Turquoise Terror) Von 
Goforits Kanbi Camper headed west. · 

;_ .. . ------"'-
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Our next contact with fellow fliers came at Mt. Gambier 
where a note was left under our windscreen wiper. 'Bi 
there hangier ..... a local hang gliding contact is Jim" 
We arrived at 400' Mt.Muirhead the following day and 
Jim turned up to ensure that we knew the helmet fran the 
harness. I was a trifle gusty to my first flight fran 
80' on the new glider. Clipped'er in, flapped'er off. 
No worrier, indeed quite a predictable beast. On the 
morrow the wind was blowing on the main face and a few 
more gliders lent the confidence to climb within 
spitting distance of the top. Once aloft and with untold 
height under my belt, I flew right and then went through 
all the motions necessary for my first 180 degree tum. 
It worked!! A series of aerial zig-zags followed my 
successful perfonnance of what had fonnerly seerred a most 
skilled and dangerous manoeuvre, and the smile was still 
stretching my face sane time after landing. But this is 
only half the Muirhead story . 

Straperon; Yes well following the seemingly alanning 
antics of my friend C.Z.F. I felt duty bound to give the 
pastime a go. Ground handling was fine, felt good, but 
being airborne over an inland site in 15-20 knot winds 
with plenty of bumps was a different story. Instead of 
being etched in my rnerrory as fantastic endearing oddyses, . 
those maiden flights could only be described as unnerving 
ordeals, requiring constant directional adjustments, with 
sudden uplifts of 10-20' And then of course there was 
the touchdown, canplicated by the magnetism of that 
barbed wire fence, luring time and ti.Ire again the 
inexperienced flier. However, I survived!! 

Cliperin :: Adelaide was the next stop, where we dis
covered that membership of T.A.H.G.A. and ANOTIIER H.G.A. 
was needed before flying was pennissible. Bing went the 
cash re~isters, and more dollars were needed when Bill 
Temby discovered the badly corroded leading edger while 
me my first Hang 2 rating signature at Waitpinga Beach -
luckily the Free Flight boys were on hand to make saIE 
new ones, though the Aussie prices were rather high. 

s,traperon: Having finally dragged ourselves away fran 
the canforts of Adelaide, it was on the road again via 
scenic visit to the Flinders Rangers to Port Lincoln. 



The homeless waifs were accosted on the street by the 
most hospitable locals who took us under their wings 
(figure of speech) putting us up/putting up with us, 
showing us around the myriad of sites. And it was in 
the Mt.Greenly area where the sites were most 
concentrated, and it was off the learner sandhills that 
I discovered that there were buzzers to be gained from 
this sport other than that of pure terroro Smooth 
winds!! There were also encountered on the eastern 
(lower) ridge of Greenly (250') and 'twas here that 
Goforit earned his name, making progress .++ which 
culminated in 180 degree turns at Coles' Pt., as well 
as the first 'soar let'. Fairly charged up by the pastime 
by now, I was forced to watch enviously as C.ZcF. 
chalked up his first soar proper .... 

Cliperin : Yes, well the Mt.Greenly area offered seven 
sites within a kilrnetre of each other, covering four wind 
directions, and varying fran the learning sandhills to 
Mt.Greenly itself, towering up to 1,000' I flew on 
seven of our ten days there, concentrating on polishing 
my 180 degree turns, and I managed to soar on four 
occasions with one top landing. Talk about stoked. 
A highlight of our stay there was when sane Mt.Gambier 
flyers joined the locals and camped around our fire for 
the weekend. Although not much flying was done, we joked 
frisbeed, drunk, toasted rnarshmellows, and generally had 
an excellent time. 

Straperon : Time moved on however, · and so did we, -
reluctantly - on to Ceduna for bed, food, and advice fran 
more kindly locals. The Wlllds were no good for nearby 
sites but just a little along the way were Tonneys and 
Beaches. After a small diversion at Cactus where choice 
green walls were to be ridden, visits were made to the 
above: Tanneys a fantastic site with top (and bottan 
with 300' climb) landing but wanting a sea breeze (fJ.iJ/S/SE) 
Of course it .was winter, sea breezes were at a premitnn, 
and one could but dream .... we passed on to Eucla, 
where the site, just east of the Border Village at the 
iCamera' car park, was the longest either of us had ever 
seen. Tons of landing roan and potential for outrageous 
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lift and marathon flights. Boever, it was still winter, 
and a dubious SW saw first Flaperon then Goforit stall on 
take-off and execute involuntary top landings before 
finally getting their act together enough to fly the 
250' down to the bottcm (where the light wind was being 
channelled along in a W'ly direction). Fortunately, we 
live and learn. We also learn that winter lasts a long 
time, and onshore breezes do not prevail .... oh for the 
southerly's .... And so to Norseman: more bed, food, and 
advice fran the by now expert bludgers, but no jumps 
off the slog-heap. Instead Esperance called, what a magic 
coastline, what a pity sumner takes so long to cane round. 
But there was always the 80' sandhills at Nine Mile 
Beach of which Goforit soars proper and also becanes 
proficient .at shrub landing, tree landing and finally 
top landing. Flaperon misses out on the first two, has 
no trouble with the third, and silly fellow, attempts 
what so many have attempted before him, that is to fly 
through rock. A buckled leading edge and control bar 
told the story. But perhaps we should hear his version. 

C_~iEerin : Um, well anyway Esper':111ce p3:oved to ~e t~e 
site where both Flaperon and Goforit achieved their·· allTI 
to soar for longer periods. Sitting above a bowl, face 
to the wind, milking the lift, gazing backwards over the . 
hills behind to the bay of Esperance; ah that was the 
life. Over an hours soaring all told, culminating in 
a most igncminious stall dive into a friendly cliff edge 
in marginal conditions . However, the fates were with 
me, my prospective buyer was not put off and the Ranger 
chan~ed hands. In conclusion, we had an excellent time, 
handicapped only by the lack of sea breezes. There are 
untold good sites between Melbourne and Perth, and the 
local fliers are incredibly hospitable and helpful. 
Thanks again to all who contributed to our trip including 
Jim,Bill, Trish, Rod, Chris and Foy, John, Bob, Rory, and . 
Deirdre (congratulations), Don, and Moyra, Peter and Carol, 
John and Jenny, and Gary . 

J arres Smithe 11s and Andrew Bo~vker. 



CALIFORNIAN FLYING 

Sue Hansen S.A.H.G.A. Hang 2 pilot and Colin Hansen 
(H3) are now living in California U.S.A. let me knm1/ 
if you want to contact them. - Editor. 

"Let me put it this way. Imagine a scale fran 0-10, 10 
meaning that the flying is on all the time. In .sunmer, 
that is Arpil through to August, I'd have to give it an 
8 or 9 ... " (Californian Hang-Glider Pilot Giving 
Advice On Best Time For Visitors to Come). 

Since arriving in this sprawling, smog-filled, exciting 
city of Los Angeles at the e~d of May, we have set out 
to go flying on nine separate occasions and had it 
on every time! 

However having it on does not necessarily mean a 
soarable breeze blowing into a ridge. One usually needs 

to be a good thennal hunter to stay up for an extended 
period, but even the most hopeless of us can manage to 
stay up for as long as 15 minutes as that is how long 
it takes to glide down fran sane sites. If you miss 
all the thermals and would like another try, you need to 
pack your glider, drive back up the mountain, and set up 
again. Fortunately, our V.P. Condon 151 goes together 
in about 5 minutes, with mly one bolt to do up and 
that I s on the A-Frame.. Every so often there is suffic
ient wind to stay up if you work the ridge lift, but the 
thennal hotties will be 4,000 feet up while the ridge 
soarer will be 300 feet above 't11e top. 

We haven't even learnt our wind directions here, because 
it is more important what time of year it is when you 
are deciding which site to head for. In surrmer, the 
wind is usually dead - on or very light and not 
important, at least for the inland sites where the ther
mal activity is of more interest. In Auturm and winter, 
ridge lift and coastal sites as well as inland sites are 
of interest but that is another story and out of our 
experience at this stage. · 
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Starting at the beginning, how do you break a way into 
the hang gliding scene in a new country and how do you 
know what kite to buy when there are so many to choose 
from? Easy, just visit the shop run by the Southern 
Californian School for Hang Gliding and speak with Joe 
Greblo. This is not an advertisement but good advice. 
He would have to be one of the friendliest blokes 
around. The day we called, he was frantically busy 
organising gliders, people, and equiµnent ready to 
run a training school. His students were a dozen or so 
American males "Who had been broken in on a 25 foot sand -
d un~known as Playa del Rey, right by L.A. International 
Airport, about an hour' s drive £ran "Where we 1 ive. Now 
they were ready to accept the challenges of a 180 foot 
landing area called "Simi" a half hour drive east £ran 
our place. We joined the crew at Simi, and Joe arranged 
for Colin to sample a Delta Wings Phoenix 6-D and a Seagull 
Seahawk, in winds gusting £ran 10-20 knots. Colin's 
typical Aussie take-off's holding the bottan of the 
control bar, (definitely not A-Frame), excited much 
corrment. He liked the Phoenix 6-D but found the Sea-
hawk too tame. Next problem! We only had enough 
money for one kite, as we needed one that would result 
in an acceptable wing-loading for each of us. The 6-D 
was too large for me and in fact there were no kites 
there that day small enough for me to try given the 
conditions. Anyway, Joe said he would cane up with 
sanething . 

A few days later, he came up with the suggestion of a 
Condor 151 made by Ultralite Products. His girl-friend 
Kris, a Hang 4 pilot just back fran learning tavr-flight 
at Cypress Springs, offered to let us try hers. So, 
back to Simi, and that's how we ended up ordering a 
Condor, named after a Californian bird with an . 
enonnous Wlilg-span. 

We initiated our new set of wings at Simi about a week 
later. Colin had an erratic glide in winds gusting tran 
5-15 knots and I followed with an even 1nore erratic one, 
landing in 4 foot tall dry grass. But worse was yet to 
cane! I had another glide which ended in a stall and 
ground-loops even though I had one of Joe's radios 



strapped to my helmet and he was talking to me all the 
way. I managed to get my chin pinned under a wire and 
felt the helmet strap digging into my neck, but not to 
worry: An American came rushing to my aid telling me 
to relax because he was in the Marine Reserves and had 
a neck brace in his car if I had broken my neck. He 
began to help me up but was thwarted by a burly 
individual who tried to decapitate me by attempting 
to right the kite. The drama over, I examined the 
damage - a bent nose-plate, slightly bent control bar, 
grazed · ann and sore shoulder. Lucky again! The Marine 
took off his T-Shirt so I could wipe the grime off my 
face and happily raced to assist at the next crash when it 
occurred. I vowed never to fly Simi again in gusty 
conditions even though Americans seemed happy enough to 
do so, on better still never to fly Simi again at allo 

Off to .Playa del Roy next flying day for me .to 
practice take-offs and landings. I had a new U.P. 
knee-hanger harness which necessitated learning shoulder 
take-offs U.S. style. After a terrible beginning 
involving a plougi.11 into the sand with next to no air
speed, I ended up mastering the technique. Still it's 
no easy going £ran a Cobra to a Condor (aspect ratio 
6.2) and over correction was still a fault. 

The following day saw sane real flying with Colin going 
off a 2,160 foot A.G.L. coastal site called "Rincon", 
about 70 miles north-we~t of where we live. Friendly 
locals took him to the take-off site through a locked 
gate and a hill or two back behind the front ridge. On 
the way they passed a glider with a deployed 'chute 
attached lying on the ground. Sane guy had tried to 
tune a glider which was pulling to the left, but 
trinmed it the wrong way and made it worse. I could not 
see the take-off area frcm the beach where I stood 
waiting, camera all ready to shoot. After a long wait, 
kites began to emerge over the front ridge which was not 
soarable on a wind of 5-6 knots. They traversed a small 

· town, six-lane freeway, and power lines, finally landing 
on a narrow beach amongst numerous slll.-ba thers and _ 
spectators. All that and it's a H2 site! Colin came · 
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over with bulk height, did a couple of lazy 360° 1 s and 
landed perfectly just below where I was parked. My tum? 
Not after 25 foot sand-hills the day before. · 

Edward's Bowl at Lake Elsimore, about 80 miles south-east 
of L.A., next went past under Colin's wings. We met a 
guy called Arzee Friend who hopped in the back and 
proceed to show us the sites. Edward's Bowl was a 1,200 
feet A.G.L. seven minute glide, and Colin was eager for 
greater things. A big 'E' carved in the side of a 
mountain 2,500 feet A.G.L. and facing the lake marked 
the approximate take-off site of you guessed it ...... ''the 
big 'E'. This was a site predicted to work until about 12 
o'clock this time of the year. Sure enough, even at 
11.30, a slight sea breeze fran the Pacific 30 miles away 
was starting to cane over the back. It didn't seem to 
worry anyone and several pilots took off bearing 
inmediately left, then out along a spur attempting to 
catch a thenna.l over the front of the spur. These that 
succeeded really succeeded, among them Arzee in an Alpha 
w--ithout instnnnents, two female fliers in U.P. Condors, and 
a guy 11; an ~asy Riser . TI:ey cl~ed a coup6e of thousand 
feet spirallmg upwards domg 360 after 360, and stayed 
up for over an hour. Colin feft a couple of -bumps and 
gained 200 feet but landed below 15 minutes later in a big 
field staked with wind-socks. You really need to fly 
maximum L/D to make this landing area and many didn't 
in sane cases because they wasted too nu.ch time and height 
thennal hunting. It helps to have a 9: 1 maximum L/D Condor. 

A quick drink and off to the next site, predicted to be 
working now that the sea breeze was truly on. It was 15-18 
knots blowing directly up a 900 foot A .. G.L. ridge. No 
one was quite sure where the bottan landing was although 
there was one bare patch that looked alrrost flat. It was 
very small so loop landing looked like the best bet, but it 
was real rotor country. Streamers just back fran the 
ridge were blowing the opposite direction to those on the 
ridge. Colin launched and a small crowd clapped his 
perfect on-top landing 10 minutes later when he cane down 
with 'thennal sickness' . 



I thought that this looked more like a good old 
Australian coastal ridge than anything I had seen hitherto, 
so off I went. I tried to soar too far out but just 
when it looked like I was in for a valley landing among 
the avocado trees I hooked a thennal ( or it hooked me) 
gently eased the bar out, and ~ext thi~g I was lOO_feet 
above take-off. I stayed happily soaring for 25 minutes 
getting to know the kite and building up my courage for 
landing. With good height I turned back over the ridge 
but unfortunately left my turn a little late and didn't 
have my wings quite level on flaring. My left loading 
edge hit first but I kept up the flare and came down 
with a bump on a rock. Another slight bend in the 
control bar, but I missed the cacti! 

Well, after that series of experiences, we both ordered 
parachutes and Joe helped us get them in just a few days. 
We each ·experienced several mock deployments suspended 
from a control bar in his shop. Back to Playa del Rey 
to practice landings and for Colin to learn the U.S. 
style of take-off. He was getting tired of the laughs 
of spectators and not being able to balance the Condor 
too well holding the bottan of the control bar. It 
tends to fly very nose-up. Off to Crestline,5,100 feet 
A.S.L. and about 70 miles east of L.A. complete with 
parachutes for the next two week-ends - site of the 
U.S. Nationals in August. The drive is not too bad 
because it's rrDstly free,vay, except for the 4 lane 
highway from San Bernadina to Crestline. People were . 
already setting up 'When \-Je arrived at about 10 a.m. and 
we got all the infonnation we could about the place. 
Unless there is ridge on thennal lift, the idea is to 
head right on take-off as there is a big mountain in 
front and to the left and you don't want slopes at 
maximum L/D, you eventually straighten up and head over 
a mountain to the landing area 3 miles and 3,600 feet 
down fran take-off. If you haven't got enough height 
to clear the front mountain, you have to land by a power 
station, remembering to dodge the frees, power lines etc. 
On each day we were there a total of about 40-50 kites of 
all makes, shapes and sizes went off. An Easy Riser 
exhibited the most precarious ': take-off, almost spinning 
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in to the left. It is a forgiving take-off to start 
with, gently sloping down with bushes on each side. 
But there is a rocky outcrop to clear and then an almost 
vertical drop. The landing area for those 'ivho make it -
(and some didn't but no hann done)is the size of a 
football field with numerous other empty fields nearby 
and plenty of popping thennals for interesting landing 
configurations. Spectators come and go all day, and at 
one stage while we were there, there were three rows of 
people sitting in fold-up chairs and even a group of 
guitar players providing background IIDsic and song. The 
atmosphere was quite festive. Colin has been off this 
site 4 time now. One of his flights lasted 40 minutes 
when a 15-20 knot wind generated ridge lift at the top. 
I have had 2 beautiful sled rides, the first perfectly 
smooth at sunset, the second a little turbulent earlier 
on in the day. Fran so high up the ground seems alroc>st 
stationary underneath and it's like being suspended in 
space. On my second flight I tried my first ever 360° 
and liked it so much I did three more. Well, that's it 
so far. Hope all our flying friends back home have been 
getting it on too. If there's one thing that woulg make 
flying even nnre perfect here it would be to have -some of 
these familar S.A.H.G.A. hot-shots in the air beside us 
showing how to hook those elusive thermals. 

Sue Hansen. 



A6ten looking at the 2nd hand kite 
addh in the papen6 I went to hee oneo The guy 
wanted $150, 60 I t ook it along to FoF o 6on 
inhpection o A6ten two week6 and 30 odd phone 
call6 they 6inally had time to look at iti It 
needed a 6ew bolt6 neplacing and a new cnohh =ban 

~ (6light 6nag - alum o tube ha6n't annived 6nom the 
Ea6tenn Statehl) o Two weekh and a 6ew mone phone 
callh laten = YES IT'S REAVY o 

I can't wait, it'h been 2 monthh 6ince I 
wa6 inhpi~ed by tho6e 6ew 6lighth 6nom Willunga Hill o 
Well hene I go, I've been waiting 6on thih day 6on 
weekh now o I dnive to Willunga Hill - annive mid 
a6tennoon, the WINVS BLOWING THE WRONG WAY! DROVE 
HOME o Next day it lookdh good, hunhhine, hlight 
wind, too 6an to Willunga Hill 6nom Salihbuny ho 
I decided to look 6on a little hill along the 
hlopeh ea~t 06 Salihbuny o 

Thnee hounh laten I 6ound a place nean 
One Tnee Hill a I decide to let up, nemembening 

·I hope to do evenything the night way o A hal6 houn 
laten I'm neady - BUT THE WIND HAS VIEV! 

I hat down to wait 15 min6o laten the 
wind picked up a little but 6nom the othen hide 06 
the hill o Looking down that hide 06 the hill I 
decided it Wah much to high 6on a novice pilot ho 
I climbed down½ way = now I'm neady - heck tho6e 
tnee 6tumph don't loak the beht why can't the 
6anmenh pull them aut o Then thene'h that pile 06 
nockh, will I clean them 6nom hene? I look back up 
to the top, that'l the only place to go 066 i6 I 
want to be hune 06 mil~ing that debni~ o Back up 
I go, why il thih kite heavien going up hill ? Back 
on top now a nice wind, thi~ i~ it what I've been 
waiting 6on o I ~tand looking at the ~cene below 
and pick a couple 06 pol~ib~e landing aneal, well 
I can't htand hene all day - hene I go! 

Magic, I've been holding up the kite, n~w 
it'~ picking me up, out I go, it 6eem6 lo long ago 

· lince thole 6inlt lehhOnh o I'm going UPo oooooooo 
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I don't ~eally want ~o go up any highe~ at thih 
htage! Cont~ol it Be~nie, pull the ba~ in a little, 
now I'm going down, good ai~hpeed, at leaht I 
hhouldn't htall at thih hpeed o The g~ound ih 
~oming up 6aht= puhh the ba~ out, not quite enough! 

My neet a~e down but the glide~ ih 
htill going o I t~ip up= nohe hith the g~ound 
and I'm th~own th~ough the A-F~ame! I'm o , Ro 
hO ih the Cob~a, my longeht and higheht nlight ho 
6a~ but FANTASTIC , 

I htill ~emembe~ ea~h he~ond on that 
6light, I thinR that my Cob~a and I a~e going 
to be~ome ve~y good 6~iendh o 

Be~nie Walton o 
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SUCKED-IN. 

Have you ever been "sucked in"? Some pilots do get 
t112mselves into such a situation. 

This is what happens: A pilot is soaring a 
ridge in strong but penetrable conditions. He flies to 
the end of the ridge or attempts to cross a gap. He has 
crossed this gap many times before in lighter conditions 
without a hint of trouble. Suddenly he can't penetrate 
and is being pulled backwards around the end of the ridge 
section. What has happened is this. The vertical compon
ent of lift is being displaced around the end of the 
section of ridge in a manner similar to the airflow at a 
wing-tip. The end of the ridge treats the air-flow in a 
similar manner as the top of a slope. That is, if the end 
is rounded you can expect smooth air and if angular, a 
rotor .will be generated in a horizontal plane of rotation. 

The steeper the slope, the sharper the drop off 
behind the ridge, the higher the top, the more the ridge 
displaces the natural airflow the greater this effect 
becomes. We get a natural pressure difference between the 
front and· back of the ridge. The end of this ridge or 
gaps therein act as pressure release points and the air
flow can increase greatly. These conditions can worsen if 
the wind is meeting the ridge at an angle away from 90~ 
The end effect is greater do\vnwind and lesser upwind. 
With a gap in a ridge the pilot will find a downwind 
crossing easy but flying upwind more difficult. Crossing 
a gap in these conditions a pilot is advised to have 
adequate altitude above the ridge, to fly well out in 
front of to the edge of but still within the lift band and 
then decide if he can get across. 

Bill Temby. 
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MORE ON I NSTRUMENT BRACKETS 

by 
Martin Yeomans 
N.S. W.H.G.A. 

I:' . • • - ,_ •• .. ~ - ._,.,- ~ , 

Without wisr-,ing to go "one-up" on John Reynoldsor ·s 
excellent article in the September Skysailor, I would 
like to pass on to members an even simpler method of 
making a bracket for mounting instruments onto a glider. 

All you req uire is the followin~ (available at any store 
selling sailing-boat fittings): 

One x 1" Tiller Gudgeon ( RF243) 
One x 1.1/4" x 3/16" round head bolt with butterfly 

nut. 
One x 
Two or 

1 .1/4" x 5/32" round head bolt with riut. 
t h::-ee spring W3shers to fit 3/10" bolt. 

Total cost is less than $3-00. You will also need 2 hose 
clamps (1. 1/4"). 

Step 1. IGstrument/s m~st be mounted on a short length 
of 20mm tubing (say 9"). 

Step 2. 8e 7 d parts 'A' so they are vertical. 

' A ' 

Step 3 . 
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Step 4. (Helper required) Put harness on and get irt: 
flying position. Insert aluminiu ,11 tube ("2r m" ~ 

into bracket · and establish required "an;ile" of 
instrument face. At the same time, estab l ~s~ 
required "tilt" of arm in relation to brac«::=t~ 
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Step 5. Mark spots with texta-colour onto arm, throug h 
holes 'Z' and 1 X1 • Drill holes through arm (3/1 G'') 

Step 6. With a hacksaw, cut a groove from the top of 
the arm down to the holes drilled from the 'X' mark. 

0 

Step 7. The bracket is nbw ready for use. Insert 3/1 6'' 
bolt through 1 Z1 with a spring washer between t he 
arm and the bracket, and another between the 
butterfly and the bracket: Insert 5/32" bolt 
through 'X'. This will slot into the groove a~j 
stop the arm dropping down whilst in flight. 
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Whan coming into land, simply push arm vertical and 
tighten butterfly nut. A spot of araldite should be 
applied to the 5/32'' nut. To remove instruments, 
simply loosen hose cla~ps and leave bracket attached 
to arm. 

FLYING ALL WINTER 

I don't know whether old man winter knows it or not 
but he hasn't arrived in Newcastle yet and its 
already. We've been fortunate enough not to have a 
weekend when we couldn't fly. 

Well what have members of the Newcastle Hang Gliding 
Club (N.H.G.C.) been doing since the end of summer? 

As most New South (flying) Welshmen are aware Mt. 
Tal bingo was opened on a trial basis for three week-:_ 
ends (21st, 28th April 5th May) during the 'Festival 
of the FaJ.,ling Leaf' . Well some pretty fantastic 
flights were put in on the first two weekends, with 
thermal flights of an hour plus being regular, along 
with numerous altitude gains of 3000-4000ft. One 
outstanding flight, off the 3200ft. take off, was 
Steve Moyes. Steve flew to Tumut 35 kilo. away 
following the Mountain range backing onto the Snowy 
Mountains Scheme. 

However as luck would have it Crhis McDonald, Mark 
Goolmere and myself, amde the trip down for the last 
weekend and the wind didn't come on. But! all was not 
lost. We arrived at Tumut about 6.00a.m. Friday and 
were warmly greeted by one of the locals, namely Col 
Coulton. Whilst Col was filling our stomachs for 
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for breakfast, put us onto their 1500ft. local 
mountain, off which we were fortunate enough to get two 
flights in each. The mountain, Argalon, has a big 
round top take off, sweeping around 200 degrees of 
takeoff exposure. Argalon has much to offer in safety: 
for example a massive expanse of valley floor lay 
extended before it for ten's of kilometres in a westerly 
direction. It therefore offers complete safety for both 
take off and landing under the prevailing thermal 
conditions. 

With an enjoyable first flight safely behind us, we 
fronted up for a rather unique second flight. We had 
nearly finished setting up and suddenly the wind went 
calm. Why we wondered? Looking up the clouds gave us 
the tell tale signs of an impending storm, with their 
black, grey swirling masses moving in all directions, 
threatening overhead. We moved fast to avoid that 'Pack 
up and carry down the hill syndrome'. We also noticed a 
gentle breeze occasionally coming up the back of the 
mountain. Chris facing easterly, with the reinforcement 
of an eagle soaring the leeside, tookoff, gaining altit
ude slightly and rounded the northern spur of the 
mountain. J:t'inally he completed a full 180 degree turn 
into the face of the massive valley and the main stream 

· of airflow. Following close behind Chris, I was like
wise fortunate enough to climb on takeoff. Following 
the same soaring eagle, I also tookoff the leeside and 
rounded the same spur. Bang! I was hit by a crosswind 
rotor. Down 500ft. pop, ihe distorted sail filled out. 
With the bar pulled in I made a rapid flight thankful 
I was, that Chris had helped me fit dive tips to the 
Maxi, not 20 hours beforehand. 

The following two days at Talbingo were somewhat un
eventful. A constant tailwind blew for both Saturday 
and Sunday. However, just to drive to the top, to see 
from 3200ft. the boundless hills, lakes and valleys 
reaching for the horizon, has to be one of the best sites 
in Australia • . The view alone was worth the trip. On the 
way home the Canberra flyers treated us to yet another 
spectacular site with only a 15km flight to the out-
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skirts of Canberra. Goree, stands as a proud sentinel 
2000ft. above Canberra with a S.E. facing, " 

From Goree, it was only a short drive to Lake George 
which was 'ON' But it was late, cold and we had a 
long drive ahead of us. 

For the following weekends normal coastal flying 
prevailed in Newcastle thanks to consistent S-SE's. 
Then on June 3rd eight club members happened along to 
the Hunter Lookout, in the Watagan Mountains. But no 
cumulus clouds were anywhere in site - yet bubbles 
were popping and small thermals were breaking off, with 
the aid of a light westerly wind. The 1000ft. sheer 
vertical takeoff is rated for H4 pilots with two safety 

' officers approval. Disappointingly, delayed glide paths 
seemed to be the order of the day. 

Then Chris McDonald in his Eagle VI took off into a 
thermal, turning immediately he soared up, nearly 
halfway across the mountain range. One hour and ten 
minutes later, a tired, weary end elated Chris landed __ 
safely on the valley floor. Other flights, during the 
hour or so when it was on, were had by myself of 35 
minutes, and Ross Hinton about 20 minutes duration. 

The following weekend found some club members soaring 
the coastal airwaves in the generous prevailing S.E. 's 
Meanwhile eight other members popped out to Rathrnines 
Toronto, to practice for the ~ueensland Tow Gliding 
Championships at Toowoomba. Stewart Kenworthy put on a 
good display of target landings with cons istent spots 
being achieved all day. Likewise one of our H2 pilots 
showed his champion like prowess in the Duncans ski 
plane. Unfortunately, due to the excessive entry costs, 
only two members made it up to the tow titles, but with i 

excellent results. (Refer: Newcastle Skysurfers News). I 

Paul Hubbard, STATE INSTRUCTOR. 
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- THE MARKET PLACE -

WANTED: SKYDART. Phone Phil Gore, (03) 720 1631 

FOR SALE: Javelin 1 with pulley deflexors, new rigging 
and A-frame. Phone Phil Gore, (03) 720 1631 

FOR SALE: SATURN V As New, Harness and Helmet included 
$500 the lott. Phone Joe Ortuso (08) 258 4945. 

FOR SALE: PELICAN MK I. White with gold leading edges 
and tips. Proven thermal kite in spotless 
condition, very cheap at $550. Phone 
Alan Daniel - Sydney (02) 449 4769. 

-
ADVERTISERS are reminded that the Trade 

Practices Act 1974 provides severe penalties for false 
advertising. It is not possible for Skysailor or 
T.A.H.GoA. to check the accuracy or quality of goods 
offered by adve~tisers and, therefore, the responsibility 
must lie with the persons and companies submitting 
material for publication. 
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INFO. & RATES 

SKYSAILOR is the Jfficial journal of The Australian ~a,g 
Sliding Association, which is 3 non-profit, member 
controlled ~rganisation, serving light weig7t self
launch aircraft interest and 3nthusiasts. Subscription 
is by membership only, all requests for a~plication 
sh0uld be sub~itted to your nearsst State Co-Ordinator 
or to the central office. 

Co-Ord. Editor : TRISH ARLAND 
c/- S.A.H.G.A. Inc., 
P.O. Box 163, 
GOOOWOOD. S.A. 5034. 

Ph: (08) 2728844. 

T.A.H.G.A. 
Committee 

PM: (02) 692 
(02) 531 

• The Secretary, 
• Marsha Leeman 

Box 4 Hol~e Building 1 

Sydney University, 2006. 
2872 (Business) 
1773 (Home) 

½ Page $10-00 
Full Pag9 $20-00 

N.s.w. 

Back Inside Cover - ½ Page $11-00 Full $22-00 
Members ads for gliders - NO CHARGE 

(limit of 3 lines) 
Members ads for things not associated ~ith hang 
~liding $2-00 3a. (limit of J lines) 

Non-members ads for gliders and other articles $4-00 
(limit of three lines) - otherwise½ page rate applies. 



DON'T BE DOWN & OUT 
FIT A PA CHUTE 

2 MODELS f() CHOOSE FROM 

NEW COMPACl BACK UP CHUTE 

• Pull up fla:p 
• lwin profile (less than a matchbox thick) 
• Canopy packs in throwaway bag 
• ·$310. Sewing onto harrtess $5 

-
PA's BACK UP CHUTE 

FOR ECONOMY PA's·CHUTE 

• 24' 50001b Cat Canopy 
• Free faU deployment with positive mouth 

closure to cl-ear kite 
• $217 . . Sewing onto harness $5.00 

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 
407 Kent Street, Sydney (02) 29 6441 -
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SKYSAILOR is a Registered -Publication Category'B' 
for Postage within Australia. 
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